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Github Cloud
Introduction

The GitHub cloud connector allows connecting your GitHub Issue tracker to the exalate network

Getting Started details

Check Getting Started with Github

Questions

Recent Questions
Topics:

connector-cloud-github
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Header is missing in tables. Jira <> Github
0 answers
George Smith
Oct 17, 2023
exalate
connector-cloud-github

0
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Can I sync more than 1,000 issues using a manual Bulk Exalate of a trigger?
2 answers
Ben Roussel
Apr 28, 2023
jira-cloud
bulk-exalate
trigger
connector-cloud-jira
connector-cloud-github
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How to Set automatically web link in Jira cloud that connects to corresponding issue in Github?
1 answer
dongyo kang
Dec 28, 2022
Space: Exalate
exalate
connector-cloud-jira
jira
github
connector-cloud-github
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How to set automatically set start date when exalate create an issue while it syncs
1 answer
dongyo kang
Dec 28, 2022
Space: Exalate
exalate
connector-cloud-jira
connector-cloud-github

0
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How can I send repository name from github to Jira Cloud
2 answers
dongyo kang
Dec 28, 2022
Space: Exalate

https://docs.idalko.com/exalate/display/ED/GitHub
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/95585167/header-is-missing-in-tables.-jira-github-?src=macro
https://community.exalate.com/questions/users?username=george.smith
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/4358165/exalate 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/58501492/can-i-sync-more-than-1000-issues-using-a-manual-bulk-exalate-of-a-trigger?src=macro
https://community.exalate.com/questions/users?username=broussel
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/12025893/jira-cloud 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/12025878/bulk-exalate 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/25395224/trigger 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686993/connector-cloud-jira 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/display/exacom/questions/58498068/how-to-set-automatically-web-link-in-jira-cloud-that-connects-to-corresponding-issue-in-github?src=macro
https://community.exalate.com/questions/users?username=dongyo.kang
https://community.exalate.com/display/exacom/questions/all
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/4358165/exalate 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686993/connector-cloud-jira 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/4358167/jira 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/20709388/github 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/display/exacom/questions/58498065/how-to-set-automatically-set-start-date-when-exalate-create-an-issue-while-it-syncs-?src=macro
https://community.exalate.com/questions/users?username=dongyo.kang
https://community.exalate.com/display/exacom/questions/all
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/4358165/exalate 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686993/connector-cloud-jira 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/display/exacom/questions/58498057/how-can-i-send-repository-name-from-github-to-jira-cloud?src=macro
https://community.exalate.com/questions/users?username=dongyo.kang
https://community.exalate.com/display/exacom/questions/all
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exalate
jiracloud
connector-cloud-jira
connector-cloud-github
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Support for GitHub "Closed as Unplanned" feature
1 answer
Francis Martens (Exalate)
Apr 15, 2022
connector-cloud-github
fields
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Use of User Lookup table
2 answers
Francis Martens (Exalate)
Apr 15, 2022
connector-cloud-github
usecase-general
lookup_table
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Is the 'Jira Software + Github' compatible with Exalate
2 answers
Francis Martens (Exalate)
Mar 17, 2022
connector-cloud-github
connector-cloud-jira
compatibility
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How to sync author in a comment between GitHub and Jira
0 answers
Ben Paz
Jan 24, 2022
connector-cloud-jira
connector-cloud-github
script
comments
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Github<->Jira Cloud Markdown Syncing
0 answers
Shir Goldberg
Aug 10, 2021
connector-cloud-jira
connector-cloud-github
exalate

https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/4358165/exalate 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/12025908/jiracloud 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686993/connector-cloud-jira 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/42836801/support-for-github-closed-as-unplanned-feature?src=macro
https://community.exalate.com/questions/users?username=francis.martens
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/43188272/fields 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/42836793/use-of-user-lookup-table?src=macro
https://community.exalate.com/questions/users?username=francis.martens
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686986/usecase-general 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/43188271/lookuptable 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/42834973/is-the-jira-software-%2b-github-compatible-with-exalate?src=macro
https://community.exalate.com/questions/users?username=francis.martens
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686993/connector-cloud-jira 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/43188264/compatibility 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/42831390/how-to-sync-author-in-a-comment-between-github-and-jira?src=macro
https://community.exalate.com/questions/users?username=benjamin.paz
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686993/connector-cloud-jira 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/12025876/script 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/12025868/comments 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/30050857/github-jira-cloud-markdown-syncing?src=macro
https://community.exalate.com/questions/users?username=sgoldberg
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686993/connector-cloud-jira 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/2686991/connector-cloud-github 
https://community.exalate.com/questions/topics/4358165/exalate 
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